
 

 

Abstract--Since the emerge of Android as a fully capable TV 
operating system, the remaining questions address issues of its 
applicability to the ecosystems of major telecom operators, 
especially those providing TV services to subscribers. The 
abundance of services are provided to consumers, including Live 
IPTV broadcast, over-the-top TV, video on demand, media 
portals and applications. In this ecosystem, it is essential for the 
providers of end to end systems which include Android, to 
address challenges such as user experience streamlining vs 
differentiation, Android Open Source Project applicability versus 
the use of Google Market Suite (GMS), as well as challenges of 
provisioning QoS and QoE upon these platforms. This paper 
discusses these challenges and gives pointers for the most 
rewarding integration of Android into the operators’ ecosystems. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Two main phenomena now have a massive tendency of 

affecting the ways how video content is being consumed and 

monetized. First one is Internet TV and various over-the-top 

(OTT) services, which do not depend on any particular 

communication service provider and depend solely on the 

Internet connection. Second one is the existence of 

programmable smart devices, such as smart phones and smart 

TVs / set-top boxes, allowing access to Internet TV services 

by means of installing appropriate application. This opened up 

a battle for revenue between Original Equipment 

Manufacturers (OEMs) and content providers from one side, 

and cable and Internet service operators from the other. From 

the point of view of service operators, they want to keep their 

customer base, but still need to provide new functions on the 

devices they lease, such as application stores and access to 

over-the-top Internet content. The adoption of Android by 

service operators, as a genuine next generation TV platform 

which advocates openness and provides access to applications, 

is therefore challenging. In this paper we give an analysis if 

and how Android can enrich the operator ecosystem, by 

providing all smart functions but not moving operators away 

from a comfort zone of provisioning managed services. 

II. RELATED WORK 

There have been several notable attempts to integrate Android 

to operator’s ecosystem in the past. Two major initiatives 

resulted in the integration for major operators, in France [1] 

and Switzerland [2]. However, both agendas share the 

following common routines: (1) operators were major players 
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on the service provisioning market and (2) operators secured 

large investment into the integration projects. Although both 

attempts resulted in viable, novel products, they were 

performed utilizing a previous Android platform with no 

common UX or services on the lookout. Also, the project in 

France was a vast overkill considering the number of features 

now routinely available in the default Android offering. As a 

result, industry still hesitates to follow the footsteps of the ice 

breaking companies, and most of them are waiting for next 

attempters utilizing the upgraded paradigm started from 

Android Lollipop onwards. 

Utilization of Android as an operating system for digital 

television, considering both IPTV, OTT, broadcast and hybrid 

cases, was the subject of several notable research efforts in 

academia. The inception of the idea was published in 2010 

with the proposal of how to empower Android with digital TV 

interfaces which would make it capable of running Live TV as 

an Android application [3], what is now clear to be a 

predecessor of TV Input Framework interface [4]. Research 

was further continued to reach a formal proposition released as 

an awarded work [5] and further an archival journal 

publication [6]. Following there have been several works on 

extending Android platform with various components further 

required for integration to the operators’ ecosystem, including 

HbbTV [7] and TR-069 [8]. Finally, some authors considered 

formal propositions to further extend user experience (UX) 

capabilities of Android, with regard to smart remote controls 

[9], second screen applications [10], 3D-enabled interfaces 

[11], novel loading and prefetching paradigms [12], native 

integration of Live TV to a 3D environment [13] etc. 

To the best of our knowledge, current efforts still lack clear 

commitment towards giving guidance for the creation of the 

applicable, consumer product which could be massively 

deployed for use cases of providing linear content. This paper 

attempts to provide such guidelines and give both 

technological and market insights on how to make the most 

rewarding application of Android for both consumers and 

service providers. 

III. PROPOSED INTEGRATION APPROACHES 

A. GMS-based integration 
One of the proposed integration approaches of Android-

based device to an operator’s ecosystem, is by fully utilizing 

Google Market Suite (GMS). In this approach, system 

integrator is in charge of providing all DTV and broadcast-

related functionalities by implementing TV Input Framework 

(TIF) APIs. Android further utilizes these APIs to provide its 
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user interface and its applications to handle TV-related 

scenarios, such as channel zapping, channel list preview, 

program guides etc. Set-top box is fully equipped with all 

Android features, such as a TV-optimized home application, 

support for various input devices, web and TV content 

searching, voice commands, YouTube access and access to 

application store. Live TV experience can be easily provided 

by the inclusion of an appropriate Live TV application, which 

can complement apps which provide OTT services. The 

expense of this approach is the requirement to submit usage 

statistics of the subscribers back to Google, what may 

compromise user privacy or violate local regulations. For 

example, Swiss laws forbid sending information about its 

citizens outside Swiss borders; therefore, all servers must 

physically be located in Switzerland. 

This approach allows fastest possible time to market (up to 

3 months) with regard to the final offering, securing low 

integration and maintenance costs. However, the largest 

expense of this approach is related not only to privacy 

violations, but rather to the inability of an operator to 

differentiate. Android solution mandates the UX, allowing 

little or no freedom for an operator to create their own look-

and-feel in the attempt to defeat the competitors. Additionally, 

access to the application store available through GMS, would 

allow the subscriber to install applications from the 

competition and utilize the device for the consumption of 

content which is not monetized by the operator leasing the 

device. Therefore, GMS-based approach would be, in authors’ 

opinion, first adopted by small and medium sized operators, 

providing services to up to 100 thousand subscribers. 

 

B. AOSP-based integration 
The other possible approach is utilizing Android Open 

Source Project (AOSP), that is, Android as an operating 

system which has no connection with services provided by 

Google. In this approach, integration is more complex. There 

are no services which provide searching, recommendations, 

voice control, application purchasing and TV-enabled UX 

which are otherwise available through GMS. Instead, operator 

must select from a variety of commercial or open source 

solutions, to complement their default Android environment. 

However, benefits regarding connectivity, widely adopted 

application development platform, fast development and 

customization, are all retained.  

AOSP-based approach requires longer time to market (6 

months to up to 1 year), depending on the availability of 

services, and higher investment. However, once provided, all 

services can be reused across many devices and with all future 

versions based on Android. Also, brand differentiation is 

enabled by the possibility to include a custom-made home 

application, providing any desired kind of UX. 

Recommendations, Live TV experience and application 

provisioning can all be provided by integrating with 3rd party 

solutions. AOSP approach provides for a fully manageable 

solution that can be tailored in any way which suits best the 

agenda of the operator. Therefore, this approach is best suited 

for major service operators, either for tailoring their major 

offerings, or for provisioning a white label solution for 

subordinate service providers.  

IV. EVALUATION 

To validate both the proposed approaches, we have created 

two operator packages utilizing Android Lollipop as a 

platform, both in GMS and AOSP use cases. Both packages 

were showcased at the IBC 2015 show in Amsterdam and we 

hereby disclose package designs and audience feedback that 

was obtained. 

Package 1 contained Android Lollipop OS with GMS 

services enabled (Android home app), 3rd party Live TV 

application and custom OTT service application. Software 

architecture of the device for this case is shown in Figure 1. 

The number of blocks which need to be provided through 

system integration and additional development is not 

significant; this considers the integration of branded Live TV 

app and the development and the inclusion of OTT service app 

providing user access to all specific operator offerings, 

including video catalogue etc. Default look and feel is flat, 

using material design as promoted by Google (Figure 2). 
 

 
Figure 1. GMS-based integration approach; additionally provided blocks 
are highlighted (Live TV, custom OTT service app, TIF integration and 
low level DTV and CA drivers). 
 

 
Figure 2. A screenshot from the GMS-enabled Android home 
application, showing links to all other apps and content available. This is 
a mandated UX. 
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Package 2 contained AOSP Android Lollipop, custom made 

home app, custom OTT back-ends for both media access and 

recommendations, as well as custom DTV service and 

middleware linkage (Figure 3). It is apparent that in this case 

many blocks need to be provided and/or developed in addition 

to AOSP environment. Look and feel was an innovative, 3D-

enabled concept with all scenes stacked in a 3D space, 

allowing users to reveal content by zooming the camera in and 

out in the interface (Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 3. AOSP-based integration approach. Custom made blocks are 
highlighted (custom operator portal and OTT apps, 3rd party 
application store, custom home application, custom DTV Java service 
and OTT services, GUI framework, GUI libraries, DTV and CA drivers), 
which need or may need to be provided in addition to AOSP. 
 

 
Figure 4. A screenshot from a custom-made home application showing 
application scene while Live TV is still in focus. This approach provides 
for an integrated, immersive TV viewing experience tailored for the 
specific needs of the operator. 
 

Audience feedback is captured in Table 1. All feedback is 

classified to five categories. Category “Look and feel” gives 

insights on how the UX mandated in the GMS Android suits 

the requirements of the operators, versus the flexibility and 

uncertainty of UX implementation of AOSP. “Services” is a 

category capturing feedback on the number and the quality of 

available services and functionalities, as well as their specifics. 

“Price suitability” captures feedback on the overall price point 

required and if that price point is considered to be an excessive 

investment for an operator. In this category, the answers 

between small and medium operators, and large operators, 

differed vastly, and large operators were generally more 

capable to invest provided that Return on Investment (RoI) 

strategies are carefully assessed. Category “Feature suitability” 

addresses the applicability of given solutions for the needs of 

the operators’ agendas. Finally, category “Open points” gives 

general remarks regarding either one of the solutions. 

 
TABLE I 

AUDIENCE FEEDBACK ON INTEGRATION APPROACHES 

Evaluated 
category 

GMS AOSP 

Look and 

feel 

� Excellent 

� Not flexible 

� Powerful 

� Flexible 

� Too eccentric 

Services � Excellent 

� Privacy concerns 

� Adequate 

� Flexible 

� Manageable 

Price 

suitability 

� Great � Expensive 

� Needs RoI plans 

Feature 

suitability 

� Good 

� Not well integrated 

with Live TV 

� Not branded 

� Great 

� Branding possible 

� Well integrated with 

Live TV 

� Missing features 

Open 

points 

� Dependency of Google 

� Internet TV threats 

� How to apply existing 

HTML-based 

apps? 

� How to manage 

application 

packages? 

 

 The evaluation showed that both GMS and AOSP approach 

are well tailored strategies which are feasible from aspects of 

integration, implementation and suitability to operator goals. 

GMS approach is novel and at first glance not preferred, 

however, it is appealing due to the fast time to market and 

lower price. AOSP approach is very flexible, yet with many 

perks and cost savings when compared to the “from scratch” 

approach, but is much more costly and bears noticeable 

deployment risk. Whichever approach is taken in the end, it is 

clear that the future of television is going to be interesting and 

rewarding, to the benefits of both viewers and operators. 

However, paradigm shift is inevitable and both content 

provisioning and monetization strategies need to be revisited 

and tailored to suit new technology and market landscapes. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we gave insights on how to create a next 

generation TV offering, by the operators to the consumers, 

while utilizing Android as an operating system. We suggested 

two approaches, either based on the set of services managed by 

Google, or composing the offer by means of flexibility 

provided by Android Open Source Project. For both of the 

approaches, we have given an integration guideline, as well as 

performed evaluation versus operator expectations. Both 

approaches were shown to be feasible from both technological 
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and applicability point of view, whereas GMS-based approach 

offered lower financial cost if branding and user data were 

willing to be sacrificed. AOSP-based approach offered more 

flexibility, tailored UX and branding, however, with the much 

higher investment. In the future both researchers and industry 

representatives shall be on the lookout for the next major 

deployments of the technologies based on Android. These 

technologies could redefine ways in which both software 

products and content are monetized and open doors for new 

agendas for consumer applications which benefit on the 

combination of globally connected services and the openness 

of the development platform. 
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